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Abstract: Nowadays a considerable number of people are disturbed 
of the modern Russian speech. Slang words have pros and cons. That’s 
why in this article we consider jargons, their aspects and the description of 
the functioning of jargon in the student environment. We always must 
remember that our language is our wealth. 
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The modern state of Russian speech is disturbed by a considerable 
number of people: writers, politicians, public figures, linguists. Two 
processes have very significant influence on the language: strengthening 
the process of borrowing foreign words and jargonization of literary 
speech [1]. 
This article is devoted to jargon, the positive and negative aspects of 
their use and the description of the functioning of jargon in the student 
environment. 
In the scientific literature, jargon is defined as a kind of oral speech, 
consisting of elements of natural language and used by any social, 
professional or demographic group of people: youth jargon, soldier's 
jargon, thieves' jargon [2]. 
Slang word is the basic unit of jargon and it means a word or 
expression belonging to one of the jargons this language. It often has a 
specific or stylistic coloring [3].  
The problem of using jargon among students was investigated 
experimentally. The students of the course «Linguistics» were offered a 
questionnaire, the purpose of which was the following: 
• determine the most used jargon in the speech of students; 
• determine the motives for using jargon in speech; 
• determine the attitude of linguistic students to slang words used by 
them in speech; 
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• Identify the existence and absence of a desire to do without jargon. 
Analysis of the questionnaire made it possible to identify the most 
common jargon in the students' speech and to single out them in thematic 
groups of words: the names of people by profession, the names of people 
by kinship, household appliances, food and the process of absorbing it, 
identifying people by the quality of their nature, money, status, and 
evaluation. 
Like any jargon, student jargon serves for nomination, 
communication and evaluation. These words differ from the common 
vocabulary specific words and phraseology. 
Realizing that the jargon clogs the speech, students at the same time 
often use jargon in a speech, while perceiving the slang vocabulary as 
reduced or vulgar and use it primarily in their own circle. 
What is the danger of the presence of jargon in the speech? The 
negative influence of slang vocabulary is manifested primarily in the fact 
that they clog our speech, replacing literary expressions; are the cause of 
lean vocabulary. Under the influence of jargon, language norms are 
shaken, the unity and integrity of the literary language is destroyed. 
In recent years, unfortunately, we have moved away from the beauty 
of the word, from the culture of language. Every year, oral and written 
speech stylistically decreases and coarsens. The Russian language needs 
protection and respect. That is why we in this work turned to the problem 
of the purity of the Russian language among students at the present stage 
of development of our society. 
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Аннотация: в последние годы мы, к сожалению, отдалились от 
красоты слова, от культуры языка. С каждым годом устная и 
письменная речь стилистически снижается и огрубляется. Русский 
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язык нуждается в защите и бережном отношении. Данная работа 
посвящена жаргонизмам и выявлению их влияния на состояние 
русского языка. Потому, как жаргонизмы представляют собой пласт 
отрицательного влияния на язык. Они засоряют нашу речь, замещая 
литературные выражения и, являются причиной скудного словарного 
запаса. Под влиянием жаргонизмов расшатываются языковые нормы, 
разрушается единство и целостность литературного языка. Именно 
поэтому мы в данной работе обратились к проблеме чистоты 
русского языка среди студентов на современном этапе развития 
нашего общества. 
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